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Introduction: 
The financial crisis of 2008 is still dominating the economic discussions everywhere. 

Hundreds of papers and books are written on this issue which predominantly 

concentrated on identifying the causes of the crisis. Few books such as Rajan (2010), 

Lewis (2010) and Sorkin (2009) made considerable impact in the discussion of this 

crisis. The analysis in these books are following very much the neoclassical arguments 

and sometimes incorporating the ideas of the political economy. Some authors used 

Marxian approach to explain the crisis Varoufakis (2011). These authors are either 

partly or wholly correct in their ex post analysis of the crisis however none of them, 

perhaps except Rajan, predicted the possibility of a crisis before 2008. According to one 

reviewer of Rajan’s book, ‘in 2005, the author (Rajan), at an elite economists gathering 

honouring the then Fed Reserve Governor Alan Greenspan, made the point that 

financial development had made the world riskier. He met with scorn and the 

documentary ‘Inside Job’ showed accusations of being a Luddite’. This exemplifies how 

difficult it is to question the establishment even when the crisis is right on the door. In 

television interviews Professor Rajan claimed the excessive money in the economy is 

the primary cause of the financial crisis. However, it was not clear from the interviews 

what he meant by ‘excessive money’. In his book he points out that the ‘derivatives’ are 

one of the major sources of financial crisis. 

The purpose of the present paper is to demonstrate how the ‘hidden economy’ 

estimates and the methodology used in the estimation procedure allow us to produce an 

indirect measure of ‘excessive money’. In fact, in this paper we present evidence to 

suggest that it was possible to identify a crisis is coming for the world economy although 

the empirical results are only related to the U.K. We find that as early as 1995 there 



were signals to suggest possible crisis for the UK economy. In predicting possible crisis 

we followed the logic of business cycle suggested by Hicks.  

  

In the next section we present basic structure of the model as in Bhattacharyya (1990, 

2005) with a small extension. This extension is vital in our estimation of signals for 2008 

financial crisis. The empirical results are then presented in the next two sections 

followed by a brief concluding section. 

  

  

The Basic Model: 
We assume 
                      Mt = MRt + MURt + MPSt                                            (1) 
  
Where Mt is the total amount of money utilised in the economy at time‘t’ and MRt and 

MURt are the money utilised in the recorded and unrecorded sector respectively. MPSt is 

the newly added component which is representing money utilised by the pseudo 

expansion of the economy at time‘t’. This component can be equated to ‘sub-prime’ 

lending and other similar activities.1 Following Bhattacharyya (1990, 2005) the MRt can 

be written as a function of income, prices and interest rates and MURt as a function of 

‘hidden economy’.2  However,   

It is not clear how one should define the money utilisation behaviour for MPSt. It is also 

very likely that the pseudo expansion of the economy only started after the easing of 

regulation during Thatcher- Regan regime. Our estimation of MPSt relies on this 

assumption and would not be possible without it. We follow the approach of 

Bhattacharyya (1990, 2005) in estimating the hidden economy and then predict the 

income generated by MPSt from the structural changes experienced from 1987 onwards. 

   
1. This component is likely to be the ‘excessive’ money Professor Rajan mentioned as the cause of the financial crisis. 
2. For full specifications of the functional relations of recorded and unrecorded economy see Bhattacharyya (1990).  
  

In Bhattacharyya (1990) the hidden economy estimates were obtained for the period 

1960 to 1984. Hence, without any loss of generality we assume that  

                                   Mt = MRt + MURt                                               (1a) 



                                  MRt = α1 (YRt)β
1 (Rt)β

2 (Pt)β
3 eF(L)u

t                     (1b) 

                                  MURt = (Yht)β
4                                                    (1c)  

  

this leads to the estimable equation: 

                                                        4 
mt = lnα1 + β1 yRt + β2 rt + β3 pt + ( ∑ αi Yi

Rt )β
4 ) ⁄  H(.) + εt + vt             (2) 

                                                      i=2 
  

where small letters are logarithms of the capital letters and 

Mt = total currency demand 

YRt = recorded personal income 

Rt  = short term interest rate 

Pt   = retail price index 

and H(.)  = α1 (YRt)β
1 (Rt)β

2 (Pt)β
3. 

   4 
∑ αi Yi

Rt is the proxy for the hidden economy. 
I=2  
  
Thus, once the estimates for α’s are obtained the hidden economy estimates can  
                                                                                                4 
 be calculated from the observed values of YRt using the proxy ∑ αi Yi

Rt 
                                                                                               i=2 
The disturbance terms (εt + vt) are auto-correlated. Therefore, we used Durbin’s (1970) 

two step procedure to obtain the final estimates for the parameters of the model. We 

used another criterion (DA) in choosing the final estimates of the parameters. The detail 

explanations of the DA criterion are available in Bhattacharyya (1990).  The estimates of 

the hidden economy obtained from this model for the period 1960 to 1984 are not 

affected by deregulations and therefore 1984 estimates are used as a base line for the 

calculation of the pseudo income generated by MPSt. In this case we assumed that any 

increase in the size of the hidden economy after 1984 is primarily for the pseudo 

money. These estimates of pseudo income are obviously biased upward but it does 

give us an idea of the movement of the pseudo income. However, if it is possible to 

identify the time from which the pseudo income became the dominant component of the 

hidden economy estimates it will be possible to measure the pseudo income more 

accurately. We achieved this goal in our subsequent paper Bhattacharyya (2005) when 

we tried to update the estimated hidden economy series beyond 1984. First we tried to 



update the series by using the estimates of α2, α3 and α4 from 1990 paper with the 

observed values of YRt for the years 1985 onwards. Updated estimates for 1985 and 

1986 seem plausible but from 1987 the updated estimates were too large compared to 

the previous year’s figures. These observations lead us to the paper Bhattacharyya 

(2005) where we incorporated structural change at 1987 by replacing αi by (αi + δiDt) for 

i=2,3,4. Here Dt is the dummy variable takes values 1 from 1987 to 1990 and zero for 

the earlier years.  Thus in 2005 paper the estimable model becomes, 

                                                         4 
 mt = lnα1 + β1 yRt + β2 rt + β3 pt + ( ∑ (αi + δiDt) YiRt )β

4 ) ⁄  H(.) + εt + vt        (3) 
                                                        i=2 
  

 This specification was used in 2005 paper to obtain the estimates of the hidden 

economy and provide us with estimates of the hidden economy generated by MPSt. 

 These estimates may be interpreted as a measure for ‘excessive money’ as mentioned 

by Professor Rajan. However, we have different interpretations for these estimates 

which we will discuss along with the empirical results. The hidden economy estimates, 

as described in 1990 paper, are generated by estimated αi’s and then corrected by the 

income generated by estimated δi’s which we interpret  as the effect of MPSt in the 

system. Thus the projections of the hidden economy due to sub-prime lending of banks 

and other similar activities can be observed in two different ways for the years 1987 to 

1990. We also assume that structural changes in the generating function of the hidden 

economy remained unchanged between1987 to 1995. We believe that any reasonable 

projection beyond 1995 needs re-estimating the model with more recent data. However, 

as we will see the danger signals were available as early as 1995 even an imprecise 

forecast of the size of crisis in 2000 is startling.     

  
  
The Empirical Results    

In our empirical results we used the estimates of αi’s and δi’s reported in Bhattacharyya 

(1990 and 2005).  

  

                                       Table 1 



The estimated parameters of αi’s from Bhattacharyya (1990 and 2005) 
  

Estimated             From1990                  From 2005(1)              From 2005(2) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
       α2               0.8382x10-2                   0.8339x10-2                 0.6960x10-2 

       α3              -0.1833x10-3                  -0.1402x10-3                -0.1166x10-3  

       α4                0.1179x10-5                   0.7052x10-6                 0.5828x10-6  

The estimated standard errors of these estimates are reported in the 1990 and 2005 
publications and they suggest that all the estimated parameters are significantly 
different from zero. 
  
It is clear from the Table 1 that the estimates of αi’s (i=2, 3, 4) reported in 1990 paper 

are similar to unrestricted estimates in 2005(1) although the sample period in 2005 

paper extended to 1990. This observation allows us to conclude that the hidden 

economy generating process is quite stable during 1960 to 1990. However, in 2005(2) 

we notice that the estimates of αi’s are numerically different from the estimates reported 

in 1990. The hidden economy estimates are kept close to the estimates obtained in 

1990 while estimating αi’s in the results reported in 2005(2). Hence we would be able to 

examine the effect of structural changes in a different perspective. The projected values 

of the hidden economy using 1990 estimates and 2005(2) estimates are presented in 

Table 2 for the period 1987 to 1990.   

  

  

  

  

  

  

                                               Table 2 
              The projected values of the hidden economy 
                            (All figures are in billions £)  
  
          Year                      1990                2005(1)        2005(2) 
  

45,79               45.32             38.41                                 
71.72               55.13             44.81                                     



120.70             71.47             45.79                                             
223.54           108.68              87.66 

  
If we consider all increases in the projected hidden economy from 1984 levels are due 

to increased MPSt in the economy then according to the figures, in Table 2 column2, 

suggest that in 1987 the extra hidden economy is 20.12 billion pounds sterling and that 

increases to 197.87 billions in 1990. This in Professor Rajan’s logic means that 

‘excessive money’ created more than 40% of the recorded personal income. The figures 

in the columns 3 and 4 also show substantial increases in the hidden economy but 

relatively less than that in column2. In column2 the cumulative increases of hidden 

economy above 1984 level is 359 billions which is close to the total personal income 

recorded for 1990. If this increase can be attributed totally to ‘sub-prime’ lending or 

similar activities then the signal for financial crisis was detectable as early as 1990. 

However, the figures in other two columns do not show such stark increases. 

                                                

           
The ‘excess hidden economy’ calculated from the figures in Table2 are done following 

arbitrary bench mark which was common in the early writings of hidden economy 

estimates. As we argued before to estimate the ‘excess hidden economy’ we need to 

know the functional relationship between MPSt and other observed and unobserved 

variables. In absence of this knowledge we obtained the estimates of ‘excess hidden 

economy’ from the estimates reported in 2005 paper through an indirect procedure. 

Here we utilise the fact that structural shifts in the αi’s (i=2, 3, 4) are caused by δi’s (i=2, 

3, 4).  The estimated values αi’s and δi’s reported in Bhattacharyya (2005) suggest that 

the δi’s are reducing the effects of αi’s. Therefore, the hidden economies generated by 

estimated δi’s are a measure of ‘excessive hidden economy’. There are two sets 

estimates of δi’s reported in 2005 paper and the estimated ‘excess hidden economy’ for 

the period 1987 to 1995 are presented in Table3. 

  

                                                    Table3 
                          The estimated ‘excess hidden economy’  
                                      (All figures are in billion £s) 

  



         Year                   Est. EHA(1)                        Est. EHA(2) 

         1987                         1.29                                   0.163 

         1988                         3.76                                   2.80 

         1989                       14.74                                  11.87 

         1990                       46.95                                  38.14 

       _________________________________________________ 

          1991                     175.11                                142.13 

          1992                     275.47                                223.51 

          1993                     361.38                                292.88 

          1994                     474.31                                384.17 

          1995                   1418.12                                554.65 

     ___________________________________________________ 

          2000                   2965.54                              2393.88       

  

EHA(1) is the ‘excess hidden economy’ from the unrestricted model (Source: 
Bhattacharyya (2005) Table 1) 
EHA(2) is the ‘excess hidden economy’ from the restricted model (Source: 
Bhattacharyya (2005) Table 2)  
  
The estimates for EHA from the restricted and unrestricted models are significantly 

different in numerical terms although in terms of model fittings and forecasting it is not 

possible to distinguish between them. However, the cumulative EHA for 1987 to 1990 

are not very different for the two models, but very different for the period 1991 to 1995. 

For the restricted model this cumulative sum is £1597.34bn whereas for the unrestricted 

model the figure is £2704.39bn. We are looking at the cumulative sum for five years as 

EHA is likely to be a long term borrowing if we consider these as sub-prime lending. If 

we consider that 50% of the sub-prime loans are paid back still the outstanding EHA is 

nearly £800bn in one case and £1350bn in the other case. In 1995 the total GDP for UK 

was £1005.11bn. Thus the estimated EHAs were as high as the GDP of the country. 

This suggests that the 2008 financial crisis was predictable 15 years earlier if the 

authority cared to examine these research findings. It is not clear whether the 

Government or other controlling bodies could have avoided the crisis completely but 

surely it was possible to reduce the size of the crisis. Admittedly the calculations and 



interpretations of the hidden economy estimates presented here was not available in 

1990s but many newspapers including Financial Times and Wall Street Journal reported 

about our papers on hidden economy to alert the controlling authorities.  

  

  

  

Conclusion: 
To conclude the paper we first try to answer some of the obvious questions one may 

raise. I expect the very first question one would ask what evidence I have to support the 

EHA estimates presented in this paper. In reality we do not or cannot have any direct 

evidence to support the EHA estimates as the people or institutions responsible of 

creating it will never disclose the full details. For example banks making sub-prime loan 

will never disclose the full details of such lending. Naturally, we can justify our estimates 

only through indirect tests. In this particular situation we know at the peak banks were 

bailed out by the government in the tune of £1161.88bn. Therefore, it is clear that actual 

EHA economy is much higher than £1.162 trillion. The EHA estimates are not claimed 

as an accurate measure of the income generated through MPSt but it is a measure which 

also indicates the direction the EHA is moving.  

One may also say why it is a problem when it is growing. Here we want to use Hicks’ 

explanation of business cycle in explaining why government should act to control the 

EHA.  According to Hicks in a growing economy the business people keep on investing 

until they reach a very high level when the risk averting behaviour triggers on and they 

start reducing their investment. This causes downward movement of the production until 

it hits a very low level when the demand exceeds the production and prompts business 

to expand. The process thus creates smooth business cycles. It can be easily seen that 

the business behaviour perceived by Hicks was not followed in the creation of EHA. 

Therefore EHA keep on growing until it reached the unsustainable level and then 

collapsed. In the deregulated market the risk averting behaviour disappeared and it 

appears a form of ‘free rider’ problem arose. If the government examined the unusual 

growth of the hidden economy in 1990s the crisis and the austerity programmes of 

today could have been avoided.  



The findings of this paper suggest that both the government and the academics should 

work together to avoid economic crisis experienced now as well as in the past. For 

effective use of the information provided in this paper the government needs to have 

regularly updated information on the hidden economy.  It is also necessary to examine 

its effect relations with the recorded economy for effective evaluation of policies.  For 

academics there are lot of challenging issues that follows from this paper.  The most 

important task for the academics will be to find the interrelation between the three 

components of currency demand used in this paper. This information can improve the 

estimates at the same time make it more effective in the understanding of the economy. 

The model used in this paper lead to hybrid specification for estimation purposes. This 

may suggest most econometric models are hybrid in nature. 
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